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Batteries in Mobile/Portable ElectronicsBatteries in Mobile/Portable Electronics

Extending the battery service life for mobile 
electronics is a major motivation for low power 
design

Extending the battery service life for mobile Extending the battery service life for mobile 
electronics is a major motivation for low power electronics is a major motivation for low power 
designdesign



Battery Power Supply SystemBattery Power Supply System
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In reality, the battery discharge rate is In reality, the battery discharge rate is supersuper--linearlylinearly related related 
to the average power consumption in the VLSI circuitto the average power consumption in the VLSI circuit

Average Circuit Power (W)

Battery Discharge Rate (1/sec)



Low Power Design MetricsLow Power Design Metrics

�� EnergyEnergy--delay (Edelay (E--D) product [M. Horowitz, et al, 1994]D) product [M. Horowitz, et al, 1994]
�� Measures circuit speed for energy dissipation per Measures circuit speed for energy dissipation per 

operationoperation
�� Does not consider the characteristics of the battery Does not consider the characteristics of the battery 

power supply systempower supply system

�� Battery dischargeBattery discharge--delay (BDdelay (BD--D) product [M. Pedram, D) product [M. Pedram, 
et al, 1999]et al, 1999]
�� Measures circuit speed for battery discharge per Measures circuit speed for battery discharge per 

operationoperation
�� Only considers the currentOnly considers the current--capacity characteristics of capacity characteristics of 

the batterythe battery



In This PaperIn This Paper

�� Further analysis of the BDFurther analysis of the BD--D productD product
�� Considers the currentConsiders the current--voltage characteristics of the voltage characteristics of the 

battery, in addition to its currentbattery, in addition to its current--capacity capacity 
characteristicscharacteristics

�� Design of an Interleaved DualDesign of an Interleaved Dual--Battery (IDB) power Battery (IDB) power 
supply systemsupply system
�� Uses two batteries of different currentUses two batteries of different current--capacity capacity 

characteristicscharacteristics
�� Calculates the optimal combination of the two battery Calculates the optimal combination of the two battery 

typestypes
�� Increases the battery life timeIncreases the battery life time



Battery CharacteristicsBattery Characteristics

Current-capacityCurrentCurrent--capacitycapacity Current-voltageCurrentCurrent--voltagevoltage



An Analytical ModelAn Analytical Model
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Battery Discharge (BD)Battery Discharge (BD)
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Calculating the Battery Discharge 
Current
Calculating the Battery Discharge 
Current
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BD-Delay (BD-D) ProductBD-Delay (BD-D) Product
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Determining the Cycle TimeDetermining the Cycle Time
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Assuming clock cycle time is proportional to circuit delayAssuming clock cycle time is proportional to circuit delayAssuming clock cycle time is proportional to circuit delay

Complete expression for battery discharge currentComplete expression for battery discharge currentComplete expression for battery discharge current

By substituting I0 in the expression for BD-D , we can 
obtain a complicated expression for BD-D in which Vdd
is the only variable.

By substituting By substituting II0 0 in the expression for BDin the expression for BD--DD , we can , we can 
obtain a complicated expression for BDobtain a complicated expression for BD--D in which D in which VVdddd
is the only variable.is the only variable.



An ExampleAn Example

Assume a VLSI circuit consumes 13.5W power at supply 
voltage of 1.5V

Parameter Value Comment
V0 4V
η

Csw ⁄m’

α

β = {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15} γ = {0, 0.15, 0.3}

Vth

m·Csw

2·η·CAP0

0.9

21

1.5

0.6

1

Typical lithium battery

Typical DC/DC converter

Calculated

Typical CMOS technology

Typical CMOS technology

Normalized



BD-D CurvesBD-D Curves

β=0, γ=0 (ideal case)

Vdd(V)

β=0.05, γ=0.3

β=0.1, γ=0.3

BD-D product

β=0.1, γ=0

β=0.1, γ=0.15

β=0.15, γ=0.3



Optimal Vdd ValuesOptimal Vdd Values
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Batteries with Different CharacteristicsBatteries with Different Characteristics

Battery A

Battery B

bobbin cell spiral cell



Block Diagram for the IDB Power 
Supply System
Block Diagram for the IDB Power 
Supply System
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Design Problem StatementDesign Problem Statement

�� Given:Given:
�� Two batteries with different currentTwo batteries with different current--capacity capacity 

characteristicscharacteristics
�� Current dissipation profile of the VLSI circuitCurrent dissipation profile of the VLSI circuit
�� A volume (or weight) limit (normalized to 1) for the A volume (or weight) limit (normalized to 1) for the 

power supplypower supply

�� Divide the total battery volume (or weight) between Divide the total battery volume (or weight) between 
these two battery types these two battery types such that tsuch that the service life of he service life of 
the IDB power supply system is maximizedthe IDB power supply system is maximized



Analysis SetupAnalysis Setup
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Single Battery Power SupplySingle Battery Power Supply
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IDB Power SupplyIDB Power Supply
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BSL as a Function of x, y and zBSL as a Function of x, y and z
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BSL Improvement PlotBSL Improvement Plot
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� It is important to consider the currentIt is important to consider the current--voltage voltage 
characteristic of the battery in addition to its characteristic of the battery in addition to its 
currentcurrent--capacity characteristic.capacity characteristic.

�� By appropriately combining batteries with By appropriately combining batteries with 
different currentdifferent current--capacity characteristics capacity characteristics 
(w.r.t. optimal portion of each battery type), (w.r.t. optimal portion of each battery type), 
the IDB power supply can significantly extend the IDB power supply can significantly extend 
the battery service life.the battery service life.


